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A NEW THEORY OF WORKHARD&IIIC 

D. Kuhlmann-HiUdorf 
School of Motallurgieal Englnooring 

University of Ponnoylvanl« 
Philadolphla» Ponnsylvanla 

The oxporimontal «vidonct on the mochanical behavior of fee» bec 

and hep metal« it briefly reviewed. Extended linear hardening» largely 

independent of tenperature, strain rate and other testing conditions» is 

found not only in all fee metals (stage II) and in germanium but also in 

polycrystalline iron and simple steels. The average value of K « G/eTT 

(shear modulus by work hardening coefficient in the linear range) is about 

300 in fee metals and 500 in steels. The corresponding value for hep metals 

is by far larger, and it is concluded that the linear hardening in them 

cannot be compared to that in fee and bee metals. 

A qualitative thaory of easy glide is presented. Linear hardening 

in stage II is explained on the basis of three simple assumptions. The 

resultant theory is applicable to a great variety of materials» testing 

conditions and dislocation arrangements» and in particular also to th« 

tangled dislocation structures which are believed to be due to interactions 

between point defects and dislocations. The expected rate at which energy 

is stored during glide» as well as slip line lengths» dlsiocation density» 

the role of intersection jogs and the Cottrell-Stokes law are discussed in 

the light of the theory» and good agreement with experimental fact is found. 

The lower rate of linear work hardening in steels compared to that 
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In foe nwt«!« 1« «xplainad through th« aatlen of •a.my cross «lip.    A 

quit« similar Mtork hardsnlng rat« Is eeeaslenally obssrrsd in a llr.sar rang« 

of stag« III in pur« fee mstals when,  again,  «asy cross slip is b«li«T«d to 

oporat«*    Cliab and'oonsonratiT« ollnb of dislocations can account for th« 

roaining obssrrations  regarding stag« III. 

Introduction and Bri«f Sunr«y of E«p«ri»«nt«l Eridwoc« 

Th« strasa-strain ounr« of crystals of many different substance« 

ar« qualitatlT«ly similar.    No significant permanent plastic deformation takes 

place b«l«w th« so-called "critical resolred shear stress".    As the applied 

stress Is raised beyond this level, yielding occurs with little or no work- 

hardening and sometimes even accoapanied by a drop in stress.    This stage is 

usually called the "easy glide" region, or "stage I".    Straining beyond easy 

glide loads Tia a brief transition stage of rapdily increasing work hardening 

into "stage II",  in which the work hardening oo«fficlent is a constant,  i.e. 

in which stress and strain ar« linearly related;  also called the "linear 

hardening" range.    Finally,  in stage III,  the werkhardening coefficient 

diminishes again. 

The above type of werkhardening curve  (Fig.   1) and in particular 

th« range of linear werkhardening in stage II  has been the subject of 

numerous experimental as well as theoretical investigations, mainly in con- 
1-16 17   99 nectlon with pure fee metals , but it is also found in fee alloys •»••■ 

23-25 ?6  Sfi and, occasionally,  in hexagonal metals ,   ionic crystals  i0"<so
#  and 

germanivai 29, plus probably quite a many other substances. 

Polyeryatals do not usually exhibit easy glide, but a linear 

werkhardening range cooparable to stage II of fee single crystals is often 

also found in then.     Actually,  the numerical value of 0*j,  the werkhardening 

♦ 
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co«ffiol«nt for ainal« cryatal» in «tag« II, although raxying bf about the 

factor 2 for dlfforont oriontationa of tha >as» aatarlal *»8»7,9#30#31> ll 

othanrlao «»aalngly atablo. In particular, SJJ apparmtly daponda on tha 

taa^paratura only in tha aana way aa tha nedulus of rigidity, 6, so that 

G/Gu -= r ia Tory nearly a oonatant 6#7,«,29,30,S2-J«> purthar, SJJ i» 

alaoat indapondant of rate of straining ' ' ^and coapoaition of fco alloys^ 

axcapt that it aoatly aaaaa to decrease senawhat with increasing alloying 

content (see for exaaple refs. 5 and 21). 

Inrestigatlons of linear hardening in boo as well as foe poly- 

crystals shows that also their hardening coefficient is Tory reproducible, 

35 Ifi 
being little affected by teoperature of testing  , speed of testing  , 

coaposition 35»36f prestrain 
37, and grain size 38. There Is eren adequate 

numerical agreenent between K = ©JJ/G measured for single crystals, and the 

▼alue which one would deduce from the linear hardening range in polycrystals 

when oonrerting the tensile stress and strain Into shear stress and strain, 

according to sane average orisntatlon.  For example, the linear hardening In 

pelycrystalline brass is found between SO kg/mn2 and 60 kg/ma2 tensile stress 

per 100t tensile strain. Since, for fee metals, an average value for the 

oonTersion of tensile stress into shear stress, as well as of tensile strain 

into shear strain is 0.4 (see reference 39) one would obtain from the poly- 

crystal curves the single crystal value SJJ ~ 55 x (0.4}2 kg/as2 * 9 kg/n>2, 

which is consistent with the measurenents of von GAler and Sachs 18 . 

In stark constrast to the discussed persistence of rapid linear 

hardening under a very wide variety of circumstances, "easy glide", not 

usually found In polycrystals, is so sensitive to many influences that it Is 

f 
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often missad alto^pther. In fact, «van «oall amounta of Insoluble iapurltiaa 

•ras« It in nominally "puro" foo nwtal«, as was first r«cogniB«d by Besl 

(so« for «xaiqpl« 2,  IB,  and 40)« This is bsliorod to bo the reason why, 

in "pure" foe netals, easy cruel« has been missed for many years ,  even in 

the course of otherwise very careful investigations as for exonple the early 

study by Kamop and Sachs * on glide in aluainon, and why easy glide has 

only been recognized as a general phenomenon In fee metals since very pure 

metals have become available. In foe solid solution alloys, on the other 

hand, easy glide has been known a long tins, because its extent is greatly 

Increased by the presence of soluble additions. 

Easy glide is further dependent on specimen size Slf42( decreasing 

with increasing crystal diameter, and it may be Influenced by surface treat- 

ments as well as claaping conditions (see 11 and 43). It Is pronounced at 

low temperatures, but decreases with increasing temperature '  '  '  ' , 

and may vanish altogether at elevated tenperatures. Above all, howeverk, easy 

glide is prominent only for crystals oriented such that extensive single 

glide is to be expected, i.e. in crystals near the center of the standard 

triangle and towards the <110) comer, while crystals .with their axis near 

<111> and <100> show little or no easy glide 2*i. 

Actually, also stage I represents a range of linear hardening, 

but with a much smaller work hardening coefficient which, moreover. Is 

strongly orientation dependent, increasing sharply towards <100> and <111> 

orientations. 

"BM  beginning of stage III as well as workhardening in this range 

are strongly temperature dependent. Stage III is usually thought to be 

caused by "dynamical recovery. 
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Th—rttieal Canaicto.-ation« tn th» K»tur« of Ett«y gild« 

Tbt yield «tr««« of proriouoly undefomod crystal« Is probably 

goromad by thair raslstanoa against dlsloeatlon notion.     Thim raslatance 

is partly doa to tha so-oallad Paiarla»Nabarro force, uaually nodiflad by 

tha tmaortalnty of dislocation axas **»*5
#   ü dua to iapurlty and point 

dafaot locking of rarloua typos,  ta tha raalstanea against tha intersaction 

of "forest" dislocations,  tha drag of tha resultant intersection Jogs, and/or 

due to the interaction betwoon the glide dislocations and any other type 

of defect, plua the stress necessary to bow the free dislocation lengths out 

against the reaction of their line tension.    But whatever may be the doninant 

effects, glide under the action of a slowly increasing stress cannot start 

unlfozaly throughout the crystal.    Greater -or leaser deriatlon« frat the 

calculated lerel of applied stress, as well as availability of dislocation«, 

and local fluctuations of the total resistance to dislocation notion, must 

result in the initiation of plastic flow in certain areas while the rest of 

the material is still undefomed. 

If a significant part of the initial flow stress is due to impurity 

or point defect locking,  or if it is heightened by short or long rang« 
a c    j a 

ordering  ' , the dislocations which more first will experience a frictlonal 

stress which dropa initially. In ether oases the flow stress opposing the 

notion of the moving dislocations nay rise slowly, but it is suggested^!hetl 

that only little hardening can take place until the crystal is filled with 

dislocations to the point that those moving in different directions (even 

though maybe on the same slip plane) mutually begin to block their paths, 

i.e. until there is no substantial region of the test length left in which 

no plastic deformation has taken place. 

Sometimes, the lack of homogeneity in the early stages of defonnation> 
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th« •praad of dislooatlonn Into still uiutofomad raglena, takas e Tary 

obvious fom, as for sxanpla in tha oaae of Lüdars bands in iron or a-brass 

50 51 
or the sprsed of ordinary slip bands in ionic crystals  '  «or Luders 

SS S3 
bands oboenrad in irradiatad coppar  '  «In agraaoant with tha abova 

suggastion that rapid hardening begins only when the speoiiRen is filled with 

dislocation.-, "easy glide" in such cases apparently is terminated when the 

test length has been traversed by Luder's bands or is covered by slip lines. 

It is thus logical to correlate the easy glide region in general with slip 

taking place up to the point that the specimen has Just attained a quasi- 

uniform dislocation distribution, before dislocations «oanating from 

different centers in which the yield stress was first exceeded have begun 

mutually to block their progress. 

Work Hardening in Stage I 

Positive Morchardaning in stage I partly reflects the nonuniformity 

of the applied stress.  If, due to grip effects for exanple, the applied 

force results in wide local stress fluctuations, yielding will first occur 

at stress peaks, where the yield stress is exceeded before the bulk of the 

material yields.  The first regions to yield then workharden, and increasing 

proportions of the specimen are being stressed beyond the yield point. It 

is in general agreement with this typo of geometrical hardening theory that 

Häuser and Jackson   can explain the orientation dependence of easy glide 

through grip effects. 

In addition to the above effect, however, some true workhardening 

in easy glide of fee raetals^even under the most careful testing conditions, 

seems to take place.  The lowest stress which will cause sustained motion 
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of a dl «location in foo notal« at low and Intermedia to toaporaturoa 

apparently rlaes oontinueualy with the distance traversed already. If thia 

MBS not so one could expect crystals to shear on Indiridual planes; in ex- 

treme cases to fracture. Also one could not understand the toperatur« 

dependence of the workhardening rate In easy glide« 

One theoretical reason for a true positive workhardening coefficient 

in easy glide was first given by van Bueren   t    As a dislocation moves 

and intersects forest dislocations it acquires jogs which cause a drag on 

the dislocation line.  In ideal single glide, the number of Jogs formed ie 

proportional to the area swept out by dislocation axes, which in turn is 

proportional to the shear deformation. Hence the resulting rate of work 

hardening depends on the relation between dislocation density and shear. 

If "unpredicted" slip takes place during easy glide, the density of forest 

dislocations increases with strain, giving rise to additional hardening.  In- 

terference of primary slip, by slip on secondary systems was investigated 

theoretically by Haasen and Leibfried >,0»J/ who accounted for the orientation 

dependence of the rate of workhardening in this way. 

Another source of true workhardening in easy glide is that point 

defects are generated which interact with the dislocations to for» tangles, 

45 
and in this May hinder their progress   . Finally, "jogs" are created 

through the uncertainty of dislocation axes  , which again cause a drag 

on the dislocations. 

Although at this point no quantitative theory of workhardening during 

easy glide «an be given, it seems safe to state (i) that the mechanisms 

mentioned above must operate (11) that the linear hardening during easy 

glide,which is observed experimentally, is at least partly caused by them. 
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and (111) that th*a« nwchanlma should oontlnu« to oporat« «ron after 

•tag* II hardoning ha« cooumood. Tha thro« procoaaoo dlacuaaed ara all 

11 12 
tanparatur» dapandant and would contribute to ZB,  in  Seager'a tamlnology ****** 

On the Extant of Eaay Cllda 

The dlalocatlon danalty is always datamlnad by the effective atreaa 

drlrlng the dialocatlons forward. I.e. by the difference between applied 

■tress and true frlctlonal atrese acting on the dislocations; but the «hear 

defoxaatlon is equal to the product of Burgers rector, dlalocatlon density, 

and mean free path. Since, for a <;lTen material, the effactire stress during 

easy glide Is clearly little dependant en straining conditions, the observed 

wide varlatlona in the extent of easy glide, due to surface treatments, 

crystal orientation, teaperature etc. must be due to correspondingly wide 

variations in the mean free dislocation path before stage II begins. 

In the light of the preceding considerations, the main body of 

experimental evidence on the extent of easy glide becomes qualitatively under» 

standablet Easy glide is terminated the earlier, the shorter the mean dis- 

location paths are. In orientations close to the symetry line, or<lll> 

or <100> , in particular, slip will start practically simultaneously on 

intersecting systems, and dislocations migrating outward from different 

plastic regions will Interact and block each others progress after very short 

free paths. Consequently, short easy glide n«ar<100>, <111> , and 

orientations near the synnetry line of the standard triangle, is to be 

expected. The effect of insoluble impurities can alao be understood on the 

basis of this concept, since dislocations will be held up by them and will 

rapidly multiply with correspondingly small mean dlalocatlon paths. 

m 
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SolubU lapuritlas» by contrast* lowtr tht stacking fault tnergy 

and glva rls« to dislocation locking as wtll as Incrsasod Initial flow 

38 
ttrass duo to ordsrlng phenomena. All of these effects» directly   or 

Indirectly 45t cause the dislocations which travel outward from regions 

in which the yield stress is first exceeded to neve long distsncos, i.e. 

cause long easy glide. 

Specimens oriented for single slip and subject to bending stresses 

superimposed en tension will start to yield at the most highly stressed 

surfaces» causing dislocations on the same system.and with the same 

Burgers vector to move towards the interior of the specimen. Although 

dislocations of the same slip system moving in the same direction interact 

slightly» mainly in the form of "glide polygon!zation"  * » they will 

not block each others motion as long as there is no strong obstacle in 

the path of the leading dislocations. Hence» the plastic regions spread 

from the surfaces inward and very long easy glide for this case is 

expected. 

This effect is probably the explanation for the size effect (see 

also the discussion by Fleisher 16), as well as for the very low work 

hardening observed by Rohm and Kochendörfer 49) when■shearing long single 

crystals of aluminum. 

The absence of easy glide in pOlycrystals» except in cases where 

the onset of dislocation motion is coupled with a substantial drop in stress» 

as for example in iron» is in the first place a consequence of nonuniform stress 

distribution, since the resolved shear stress acting en the most favorably 

oriented slip systems in the different crystals varies widely. In addition, 

multiple slip begins very early in all crystallites of a polycrystal. In 
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agrMBMnt with this thought is th« long-known fabt that the stross-straln 

curra« of foo polycrystals can ba undarstood fro« tha supariaposition of 

tha ahaar atrass-shaar strain cunras of randomly oriantad alngl« crystala  * ' . 

Tha influanca of tai^aratura on tha extant of aasy gllda in pura 

foe metals could not ba understood until rery recently.  Now, howerer, it has 

been shown that dislocations in purr foo metals "tangle" due to their inter- 

63 64 
action with point defects, in a process which has been named "mushrooaing",   '  . 

It contiists of a combination of glide and climb mechanlans, causing originally 

smooth glide dislocations to form irregular three-dimensional tangle*. The 

dimensions of average tangles normal to the slip plane increase with increasing 

temperature. At very low temperatures "mushrooming"' as such virtually ceases, 

although the "uncertainty of disloeation axes" still oause* some slight more- 

ment of dislocations normal to their slip planes, even at liquid helium 

temperature     The result of these processes is that the same amount of 

glide causes much more voluminous dislocation tangles at high than at low 

tesperatures, and the slip which takes place until a quasi-uniform disloeation 

distribution is reached, at the end of easy glide, is consequently decreasing 

with increasing temperature. 

It follows from the preceding arguments, and should be stressed, 

that the end of easy glide is not caused by the onset of secondary slip, as 

was first suggested by Rohm and Diehl    , and has since been widely accepted. 

True, the onset of secondary glide will cause easy glide to end after only 

small additional shear, but easy glide will always stop when slip has spread 

quasi-uniformly through the material, whether or not secondary or unpredicted 

slip has speeded this process. 



EjcPTi—ntal ETldwie« on Raplc^ Lln»ar Hardwlno 

Aocordlng to the precedlngr arguaant«,  th« only feature oooaon 

to all nateriala at the start of rapid linear hardening ia that dislocationa 

have been generated and been distributed throughout the speeiaena to fox« 

a quasi-uniform dislocation density»    The actual dislocation arrang—ante 

at the onset of stage II, however« are widely different for different 

materials and testing conditions, as is known from experiaental evidence. 

For exaaple, pure foe metals after defomatlon up to the start of stage II 

exhibit irregular dislocation tangles when the defomatlon took place at 

intensedlate tenqperatures, but show little tangling and,  instead,  a profusion 

of long drawn-out prismatic  loops when deformed at very low twperatures *   . 

If "easy glide" - at a much higher stress  level - took place after quenching 

or irradiation,   the same metals show dense tangles, meatly aligned along 

active slip planes       •     In fee alloys of the a-brass type,  by contrast,  the 

dislocations are found in the form of sequences of pile-upa,  held up behind 

obstacles ^*"6®  ,  often   represented by dislocations with different Burgers 

vectors.     Qualitatively as well as quantitatively the latter dislocation 

arrangement agrees quite well with an earlier theory 0/*ow,    Moreover,   in 

single crystals,  slip up to the start of linear hardening is caused mostly 

by single glide,  but in polycrystals much multiple slip must have taken 

place before linear hardening conaences. 

In spite of these wide variations in the dislocation arrangements, 

GJJ,   the numerical value of the workhardening coefficient of stage II,   Is 

amazingly uniform.     According to present best knowledge,  all  fco single as 

well as polycrystals,  even germanivm,  under any type of circumstances, 

exhibit a value of S/Ön  - JC,  where Q is the modulus of  rigidity,  between 

9 
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about 150 and ««rwral hundrad,  say,  G/©-,-,  •= K «? 300 in «Tarawa, within tha 

factor 2 both way«.   . 

Eron Bora astounding ara tha reaults on steels,  aeeumlatad fay 

MocGragor and his group S5"    '^ which hara baan partly rafarrad to alraady. 

Fran thase it appears that A linaar workhardaning coefficient in tension 1« 

found for steels, which is peraistant against arary typo of pratreatMnt or 

▼ariation in testinqr conditions which have bean tried.     For practically all 

tests made and all steels investigated this workhardening coefficient equals 

65 kg/nn tensile stress per unit tensile atraln within a factor of less than 

2 either way. 

This is particularly surprising since large iron crystals show no 

range of  rapid' linear workhardening at all.     The reason for this aeou to be 

that one Luders band after the other passes through the speclnens,  and no 

quasi-unifont stats of dislocation distribution Is erer established. 

Unfortunately, »uch less theoretical work has been done on the 

geometry of slip in bcc metals than  is arailable for fee Betels.     Therefore 

it is difficult to say vrhat conversion factor should be used to transform 

the measured linear workhardening coefficient In tension into one corresponding 

to our 9    .    However,   in view of the multitude of slip planes as well as 

Burgers vecton available  (assunlnq that in bcc polycrystals not only 1/2<111> 

but also <100>   act as Burgera vectors) onedhould think that the conversion 

factor from tensile stress to shear stress as well as  fron tensile strain 

to shear strain should be somewhat  larger than the value 0,4 taken above 

for  fee metals,  and be closer to the limiting value of 0.S.    With the 

latter value,  and with G - 3000 kg/m2 one obtains K - Gl^n *toOO/&5K0S)* 500, 
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a Telu« «envwhat abov* th» average but «till within th« limits prevlouely 

girmn for foe raetal«. 

The workhardening coefficient of crystal« of hexagonal metal«,  on 

the other hand,  i« «ubetantially «mailer, amounting to about 0.7 kg/am2 for 

eine at roan t«ap«rature.     This mean« that the prerioualy introduced parameter, 

K, giving the ratio of werkhardoning coefficient to modulus of rigidity, 

would amount to «everal thousand.    Moreover,  a« is also the case for iron, 

th« polycry«tal workhardening curve for hep metals cannot be derived from those 

of th« single crystals.    It is therefore submitted that the linear range of 

workhardsning sometimes found in hop metal crystals i« not oenparabl« to 

«tag« II hardening in fee metal«.    Th« reason for this may be that no quasi- 

uniform distribution of dialooation« (which w« believe is the prerequisite 

for stage II hardening)via«  established in the single crystalline hep metal 

specimens investigated so far.     This could ultimately be a consequence of the 

lack of interpenetrating «IJp systasis. 

Theory of Linear Hardening 

Fran th« foregoing it i«  evident that a general theory of stag« II 

hardening should not depend on the magnitude of the Peierl« stress,  or of 

th« «tacking fault energy,  nor on the presence of dislocation pile-up«,  nor 

on th« occurrence of multiple «lip, since non« of these factor« seem specifically 

to influence th« value of ©jj/G.     It i« also plain that long-range internal 

stresses cannot be responeibie, because only an insignificant proportion of 

th« plastic strain 1« removed on unloading.     It i« therefore attempted to 

base the theory of stage II hardening on no assumption, exeept that during 

linear hardening a quasi-uniform dislooation pattern exist« which chang«« 
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in its diMnslons but rmalns ■iailar to itMlf| «ay it consist of pilo- 

ups or tanglos or «hstovort 

One« tho matsrial is fillod with dislocations* at tho ond of oasy 

glidOt all factors namod boforo to datarraino tho ffictional rosistanca 

against dislocation notion ramain in action much tho sanw as in stags I, 

nanoly at about tho loval of tha stross during oasy glido. By contrast, 

tho reaction of tho dislocations against bowing out, which is duo to thtir 

lino tansion, and which shall ba dosignatod by tho symbol "T^ , is groatly 

affoctod. Tha roason for this is that tha dislocations now start to hinder 

oach others motion, mutually blocking or anchoring or pinning on parts, 

and leaving only segments of averej* length t    free to move coherently. 

The stress required (over and above the total frictional stress due to all 

other causes) to bow out a dislocation of length £ beyond its critical 

radius of curvature is about equal to Gb/£ ,0T 

rt s Gt/T? (la) 

since it is the longest coherent dislocation lengths which are being 

activated at any givan moment. 

In a quasi-uniform dislocation array of average free lengths £  the 

distance between nearest dislocations is Ct, where c is a number not far 

from unity, say between 1 and 2. A loop emitted from a particularly long 

dislocation link will thus spread into a loop of radius cl  before its 

different segments meet other dislocations, and it will spread to an average 

of r. 'act    if  only the fraction a of all dislocations are positioned 

so that they could stop the spreading loop. A number dn of newly formed loops 

" 



p«r unit Tolun« will thus oontrlbot« a «haar strain inorsBsnt 

Let, ftfrthsr, the dlsl4aatlon density In the orystal bs glren by, 

where m is a small number, somewhat depending on the actual dislocation 

distribution. In a regular three-dimensional network m Is in the order of 3, 

a little higher, say m = 5, for a less regular arrangmant. To  this density 

the new loops add, but not to the full extent of the loops' eixWBferenoe. 

Parts of the spreading loops encounter, and annihilate, dislocations of 

opposite Burgers rector, and thus not only ranish thMMelres but in addition 

eliminate thoss dislocation ssgmsnts which were in their path. Other portions 

may react with dislocations in different ayst«n;particularly if multiple slip 

takes place. As a result, dn newly formed loops per unit volune add 

■ 

dLfdndZTr <*> 1 1 

to the dislocation density, where ß is a number between 0 and 1. It is then 

Using eg. (5) to express dn in terms of dt yields 



(7) 
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and by insartlncr thi« into oq.   (2) en* obtains 

cly»-mboccctyöf * 

Finally, with «q. (la) ylaldln« 

the connection between dt and dv im  found a« 

d^CTmocc/GtädTt (8) 

This expression gives the increase of that part of the stress which is due 

to the line tension of the dislocation^ resisting the bowing-out of links, 

with the increase of shear deformation. Here G is the modulus of rigidity 

as before, while, to sum up, the other paramstsrs were introduced as followst 

VI      connects the ay«rage free dislocation link length, £ , with the 

dislocation density, and is estimated at about 5. 

0£      la the reciprocal of the fraction of dislocations, encountered by 

a spreading loop, which are oriented so that they can stop its progress. 

Q is a constant linking the arefage distance between- dislocations on 

the slip plane to their average free length. It probably has a value not 

far from 3/2. 

ß  is the extra dislocation length, expressed as a fraction of the 

circumference of an average newly formed loop, which is added to the dis- 

location content of the crystal if one new loop spreads out. 
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Slno« it la clalawd that th« Increase in T^ !• by far the moat 

loportant eontributien to workhardenlna in «tage II, the «orkhardenincr 

ooeffiolent 6.. will be close to    täJ&Y » and the K factor«  introduced 

before as K = G/eTT  iB fo\md as 

Dils result is most intriguing.    Note in particular that K does 

not depend en the Burgers rector.    Therefore, within the limits that a 

pile-up of n dislocations can be regarded as one dislocation with a Burgers 

rector of n-fold strength,  the above calculation can be applied to crystals 

containing dislocation pile-upe, as for exanple a-brass.   Just as well as to 

those containing tangles,  say copper.     The actual ralues of the parameters 

nay vary somewhat from case to case. 

In order to obtain a numerical ralue for K it is necessary to 

inrestigate the two important paramsters a and 0, all other parameters being 

known within fairly narrow limits. f 

Dislocations encountered by a spreading loop will only block its 

progress if they are farorably oriented.    Mutually perpendicular dislocations 

will not interact much,  except that a certain stress is required for the 

actual intersection  (presuned to be small compared to Vf ) and that Intersection 

jogs are produced if the dislocations happen to have non-parallel Burgers 

rectors.    In first approximation^It is only parallel or near-parallel dis- 

loeatiens which block mutually,  and thus a may be taken as 1/3 for almost 

randomly oriented dlsloeations,  and probably closer to 1/2 if the dislocations 
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are mainly parallel to their own «lip pianos. 

Of thoae «ncounters which oauae blocking, one half, in single 

glide, will be between dialocationa of opposite sign. Iheee will not add 

to the effectire dislocation oorvt«nt but in fact will reduce it.  By how 

much, in average, depend» on detailed circuraatances, in particular how 

closely the two alip plane* concerned are spaced and whether cross slip 

Latter 
and climb takes place or not.  In stage II these•processes do not operate 

orer appreciable distances, and the net reduction of effectire* dislocation 

length due to encounters between a part of a spreadincr loop and dislocations 

of opposite sign may be estimated by assunlng that one half of the encounters 

with opposite Burgers vectors will not give any net change^and one half will 

remove an egu.il length.  Loop parts which encounter dislocations of like 

öign are assumed to be simply held up. 

All in all, then, one half of an average loop will simply be blocked, 

one qurtrter will react to form pairs of about the same blocking strength 

as the dislocation originally present possessed, and the last quarter will 

meet a dislocation segments of opposite Burgers vector, leading to mutual 

annihilation and the net removal of a dislocation length equal to one quarter 

loop clrcusference.  The parameter ß will therefore be H - 1/2 + 0 - 1/4 ■ 1/4. 

With the above estimates of a - 3(for almost randomly oriented 

dislocations, which is a  good approximation for all cases in which dislocation 

tangles are formed) and P " l/4;the value of K finally becones 

K » 8TiW(3  - 300 do) 

• A pair of parallnl dislocations of opposite sign has only a stress field 
extending roughly to a radius equal to their distance of separation. 
Therefore close pairs of opposite signs are no effective barriers for further 
dialocationa. 
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Quit* clearly! all parameters appearing in the calculation could 

have been shifted somewhat one way or the other, and they have obviously 

been chosen so as to give numerical agreement with the experimental average 

value of K - 300 for fee metals, which was quoted above. However, it 
* 

would be difficult to account for K smaller than, say, 100 or larger than, 

say, 1000. Conversely, some flexibility is necessary since, in nature, K 

is not a universal constant but dees vary more or less within those extreme 

limits. 

Special Features of the Proposed Theory of Linear Hardening 

1) Pinning Pfcints Due to Mushrooming,or Precipitation.Radlatlan D*mzam. mtc. 

On superficial thought it appears as if the theory of mushrooming, 

encompassing strongly temperature dependent processes, and the temperature 

independence of stage II are mutually incompatible. This is not so, in 

fact. 

Present best evidence indicates that dislocation tangling operates 

already at the smallest strains 45»71. In this process, even during single 

glide, anchoring points are formed along the dislocation lines due to 

interactions with point defects as well as due to "Jogs" formed through 

dislocation "uncertainty" 45. In a previous paper 64 the dislocation 

behavior in mushrooming was considered qualitatively, but, regardless of 

detailed behavior patterns, easy glide will end only when a quasi-uniform 

dislocation density within the specimen has been reached. 

In stage II, in the presence of additional streng pinning, the 

dislocations bow out between adjacent pinning points, just as discussed before, 

and, again, the stress difference between the applied resolved shear stress and 

the total frictional stress on the dislocations must be inversely proportional 
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to the average length between adjoining pinning points.  The only major 

difference now is that the pinning points are only partly, and not excluslrely 

due to the mutual blocking action of the dislocations. 

Let, then, the average free length between pinning points due to 

the presence of other dislocations be denoted by the symbol ^, as before, 

while the average distance between pinning points due to all other causes is 

£s .  Than there are, on a total length, L, of dislocation line. Lit   and L/E0 

pinning points due to dislocations and due to other causes respectively.  The 

total nunber of pinning points on length L is thus L {lit   + l/l ), the average 

free dislocation length becomes A =££/ (l + £), and the stress necessary to 

overcome the line tension of the longest free lengths is now 

T = Gb/lrX (1c) 

From here on there are no important differences between the con- 

siderations given above to account for stage II hardening and the present case 

of additional pinning points: As long as c remains constant, workhardening in o 

stage II is again caused by the blocking of moving dislocations where they en- 

counter near-parallel dislocation links, limiting the radius of the average 

expanding loop to r, = a o t , and giving rise to the shear Increment df = 

dn b IT (a c t )  if dn expanding loop« have formed per unit volume. Again, 

« 2 
Just as before, the dislocation density is given by 0 = miß.      and, in the same 

way as for normal stage II hardening, one obtains d* = - mbacdt/pC  (eg. 7). 

nie corresponding increase in stress, however, is given by 

dt^= - (Gb/ir) dA /A (Id) 

T     tt 
but since, 1/A «= l/£ + l/£o one obtains dA/A.*= dill   + d^/^ .  As long 

as £o either remains constant, or remains proportional to £ it is dA/A = dtl t 

, respectively dA/A^ Bd6 /£ with B a proportionality constant. Henc 

dT = B dT and dy = B (tr m a c/0 3) dX,   i.e. the workhardening coefficient 

-Z 
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1« not affected (beyond poealble change« in the geometrical parameters) by 

additional pinning points of oonatant density; and is only increased by the 

factor B •= 1 + { t I i )  -rr ^ 1 -•- e If c remains proportional to £ as £ - «£• . 

The ahoTe calculation applies equally to all oases of additional pinning, be 

it due to mushrooming, precipitates, debris left by radiation damage, or any 

other cause. 

Ihe above considerations can be put into different word» and gen- 

eralised as follows: The  stress increase on a change of X , the distance 

between adjacent pinning points, is given as 

dT = - (Gb/ir) dA/>S= - (Gb/ir) {dill + dljt*)  = dt^- dT$     (11) 

where "C- Gblu t    and TT- (Gb/i:£ + const), i.e. it is simply the sun of the 
C es 

stress  increase  due  to the  change of   £   alone and that  due to the change  of 

t#  alone.     Moroorer,   if the extra pinning points gire way before the dislocation 

can  fully bow out between them,   they only add to the ore rail   frictional  stress, 

C   in Geeger's  terminology  li'i   .     As  long as   cl eithsr   remains  constant or 

rises linearly with the shear strain,   linear workhardenlng In stage II  will be 

obcenred.     The workhardenlng  rate which follows  from the  Increase  in   O. alone 

is Qj-r  as  derlred aboTe. 

2)    Stored Energy 

If dn dislocation  links per unit volume bow out to form loops,   the 

work thereby done on the specimen by the total applied stress, 77,   is 

dW. - T dV = T dn b ir r* (12) 
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per unit TOIUBM.  Th« work stor«!. par unit velum«, la 

004-0^(321^1/ (is) 

where U la the energy per unit length of dislocation line. In first 

2 
approximation, for low dislocation densities, U = Gb , but dropping aene- 

2 
what as the dlalooation density increaaea, say, to a lower value of U = Gb /ir. 

With an average value of U ~- Gb /2, and neglecting the frlotional 

stress on the dislocation by equating T = TT ^ Gb/irA» the ratio of atored 

energy to work input becomes 

dUJflt^-TpA/cecl sr^A/cxe <14a) 

Introduolng G/OJJ - K ^ÄTT^/ß * 300 from Eg.   (10)  above it  rsmains 

dM%lM »(l6Tr/K)(A/e)» /6(A/e)% (l4b) 

For^soft" metals, i.e. metals in which A ^ 6 and in which the 

frlotional stress on the dislocations is small, up to about 161 of the energy 

input is thus atored according to the present theory» lese for others.  So 

far the contribution made to stored energy by the generation of point defects 

has been neglected.  If point defect generation and the frlotional stress on 

dislocations are also taken into aoccunt, the value of dWa/dW^ is slightly 

reduced since point defect generation probably aooounts for much but not all 

of the frlctional stress.  The stored energy has also been overestimated for 
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another reasoni As the dislocation density Increases, not only the line 
per tuiii Lcnqfh 

energy for newly formed dislocations decreases, but the line energryiof the 

total dislocation content. All in all, then, we arrive at the result that 
ptrctnt 

only several/^and up to about one sixth of the work done during plastic 

defomatltn is retained as stored energy« This  is in agreement with 

72 
experimental erldence  » 

S) Mean Free Path and Slip; Line Lengths 

If the movement of sereral dislocations takes place oooperatlTely, 

in particular if pile-ups are formed, the workhardening rate in stage II 's 

about the same as for the Independent motion of single dislocations, because 

of the feature pointed out al^ready, that the Burgers rector does not appear 

in the expression for 0,,.  Hence, to the extent that pile-ups can be approximated 

to super-dislocations, the theory rsnains almost unaffected.  Average dislocation 

paths, howerer, are then not a few times the distance between neighboring dis- 

locations, but a few times that between neighboring pile-ups. At the sane 

time, the relative displacaaent of the two sides of a slip plane which is 

caused by an expanding super-loop of piled-up dislocations is equal to the sum 

of their Burgers vectors.  Slip lines and slip bands will thus arise.  Since 

the workhardening rate la the same in either case one may understand why slip 

bands and "elementary structure" 73»'*# 1.». Blip in the form of somewhat 

coordinated and almost completely uncoordinated dislocation motion, so often 

exists side by side in the sane specimen. 

In the framework of the present theory, the slip line length, i.e. 
i^o r pLle-oj» ■o.sttie cg^C moju  be)) 

the final diameter of an expanding loojZ' la given ty 

- * 
As2r*a:2<xce  ^TTGrnbocc/r (IS) 
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The asteriaka *  hare been used to direct the attention of the reader to the 

fact that groups of n dislocations nay move cooperatlrely, whose effective 

Burgers Teotor Is b* ■ nb, and whose averag« free lengths f* are connected 

with "Vp ,   the difference between the applied stress X" and the frlctlonal 

-r     *       r* 
stress, •■ (L • 6 b / i C 

In first approximation, the frlctlonal stress may be taken equal 

to the stress level during easy glide, C ,   l.a. L* «T 7/ "" C  .  Since 

experimentally^ in stage II, T* TTg ♦ (G/K) ( V - XJ  »• indicated in Fig. 1, 

and, therefore,  T. •!(<j/K)6f-x)one obtains 

A'TTKnb^c/c^YO (16) 

and with K ~ IT m ac/P >= 300, a * S, c * 3/2 and b = 2.8 x 10"8 oro this is 

A-E^Ax-^-'o 
-t 

Crn. 
(16a) 

9,53,75,76 
Experimental determinations of slip line lengths do 

indeed yield a relationship of the form yV ^ A/' Y ~ Äo '* with the proportionality 

constant for copper found as A - 6 x 10' am, plus minus 30% or so.  This 

indicates (as also does much experimental evidence),that in copper no proper 

pile-ups are formed, but that n is a number about 5, -and presumably less in 

P arerage since only the longer more prominent lines have been measured. ' These 

prominent lines cannot themselves have been due to the emission of just five 

consecutive dislocations.  Several or many, but not' intimately connected 

processes of loop formation must have taken place in close proximity. It 
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is suggested that the explanation for such repeated action is similar to 

the one put forward in an earlier paper '7 , namely that the annihilation 

of a link due to part of an expanding loop ramove« an obstacle for a 

neighboring link to act, and »o on. 

In this same paper   measurements on the average length of 

elementary lines in aluminxsn single crystals are quoted, together with the 

resolved shear stress which had been applied. The  product TA-in these 

measuroments is apparently a constant of average value ZiA. ■= 11.G x 10* cm 

dynes/onr.  This nay be compared with ths equation (15^ abov«.  If T^ is 

neglected in conparsion to T^  if n is taken equal to one,(since dislocations 

in aluminum do not form obvious pile-ups^ if, further, the appropriate values 

for 6 and b are inserted, and if a and c are again taken as 3 and 1.5 

respectively, one obtains TA15 10.8 x 10 a» dynes/can . 

Th»  close numerical agreement between the theoretical formula and 

these old measurements is to some extent fortuitous, but it dees strengthen 

the confidence in the quoted measurements, and also provides a simple ex- 

planation for elementary lines, namely extremely fine cracks formed in oxide 

layers where single dislocations have moved,  "niese would not tangle, as 

was pointed out repeatedly,   *  '   because point defects which could in- 

teract with them leave through the free surface. 

4) Dislooation Density 

The  dislocation density in the present theory is given by © =■= m/£ 

with m about 5.  With T ÄT,^ ^ t, ^Gb/irl and  ^'^"^'^o^/K 
this yields 

^[K^oWbKjS 5^0"C^o)Z (17a) 

-.a 
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or <? » mircr-'Co)/Gt] (iTb) 

Although these expresslona yield values cf approximately right magnitude 

for <?  ,   it Beens that the dependence of dislocation density on stress and 

strain is mostly found differently, namely rising more slowly, '""'*, Only 

fiS 
Bailey and Hirsch   found a parabolic relationship of the predicted form 

. X 
tot  polycrystalline silver, namely 9 3^0.6 x lO-9^ (equation (17b) yields 

-6    2- . 
P»0,8'''O C^"*^)  for silve^L  One of the reasons why measurements usually 

give too low dislocation densities at higher strains probably lies in the fact, 

mentioned already before, that the energy of unit length of dislocation line 

drop« with increasing dislocation density. 

5) The Bole of Intersection Jogs 

'.Jhen single crystals of pure fee metals are strained, so that they 

change from single slip to double glide within stage II, no break is observed 

in the workhardening curve.  In the framework of the present theory there 

would be scope to account for differences of K between macroscopic single 

and double glide. Inasmuch as the parameters a or ß or both could change. 
0. 

However, there is nolpriori principle to indicate in which direction the 

change should go.  The factor a ahould b« little changed by multiple slip 

because a dislocation will be blocked in its progress if it counters another 

one more or less parallel to itself, regardless of the direction of the 

letters Burgers vector; either annihilating it, or reacting with it to give 

a dislocation on a different slip plane, or just being blocked by it. The 

parameter ß, on the other hand, is affected In two opposing directions! 
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Encounters In which the two dlelooatlen segnenta annihilate altogrether 

become proportionately fewer In multiple glide, but encounters In whl-'h the 

dislocations get «Imply blocked also beoone fewer. Instead more dislocation 

reactions take place In which one new dislocation Is formed from two old ones. 

All In all, the Increase In ß because of the reduction in dislocation 

annihilations would, for equal numbers of occurrences, more than counter- 

balance the decrease due to fewer sinqple blockings, but, in second 

approximation, it must be borne in mind that mutually repulsire dislocations 

on Intersecting systems can bypass each other more readily than those on 

parallel slip planes.  Since thus it is not clear in which direction 6^ 

should change, the conclusion is close at hand that the change cannot be 

drastic. 

Nonetheless, the Essence of any kink or discontinuity in the work- 

hardening curve of pure fee metals to indicate the beginning of double glide 

is somewhat surprising. After all. Intersection jogs must be formed, and 

they are known to cause a drag on dislocations, (see for exanqple 45, 83, 84). 

Ctlll, there are a few reasons which may account for this fact:  (i) Like 

single slip^at the beginning of plastic deformation, double glide in pure 

fco metals does not start discontlnuoualy.  (11)  Mushrooming as well as the 

uncertainty of dislocation axes cause a high density of "Jogs" even in the 

absence of Intersecting dislocations, and also remove them in statistical 

equilibrium   so that there may be no permanent change in jog density, 

(ill) Hie frictlonal stress due to all causes. Including the jogs caused by 

mushrooming, is only in the order of T" , i.e. usually snail compared to the o 

stress at which double glide starts.  Therefore the extra hardening effect 

of the intersection jogs,i presumably/also comparable to or smaller than T,    , 

is  SIM 11 compared to T„ . 
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/        The conditions are quit« different, though, for foe alloys of the 

a-braes type, as well as in pure foe metals after quenching or irradiation  . 

In these cases, the primary dislooations are assembled into bands of high 

density, parallel to the active slip planes. Dislocations on the secondary 

system can break through these only with difficulty, resulting in orer- 

shooting 18»52»"'85 .  in fcc alloys, moreoTer, no appreciable mushrooming 

takes place, nor are irony "jogs" formed or eliminated through dislocation 

uncertainty.  Therefore the resolved shear stress in a-brass does not drop 

back to a much lower level once the second system has started to act, but the 

intersection Jogs have permanently raised the level of the flow stress. Hie 

said difficulty for dislocations to intersect, as the main distinction between 

a-braes type alloys, one the one hand, and pure fcc metals (where dislocations 

Intersect easily) on the other hand, was already pointed out and discussed 

in an earlier paper 

6) The Proportionality Between the Temperature Dependent and the Tsnperature 
Independent Part of the Flow Jtress       ~ ~~"~'   "~ 

In the recent literature much emphasis is put on experiments in 

which a metal is strained under certain testing conditions and then abrupt 

changes are made in temperature, speed of testing, or by repeatedly changing 

between, say, simple extension to twisting so that intersecting slip systems 

are activated ll»lS»75,76,86-93>  g^ „p.j.j^^t, allow to detemine what 

fraction of the observed flow stress is due to temperature independent 

processes (our %* )  and what fraction is due to thermally activated processes 

( T^ )» or they allow conclusions about the hardening due to intersecting 

dislocations.  "Hie results indicate (i) that additional dislocation intersections 

raise the flow «tress in stage IL by only a conparatively small amount. 
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(il) that the rate of »tage II hardening la unaffected by change* In the 

testing conditions once the specimen is strained beyond a certain transition 

stage, (ill) that In stage II up to about 10% or 201 of the flow stress Is 

due to therrtially activated processes, and (IT) that the temperature dependent 

part of the flow stress Is linearly related to the whole flow stress, being 

almost proportional to it, not only in stage II but also In stage III, in 

single and In double glide and even after quenching 93.  The proportionality 

factor, linking the change in flow stress for a certain change in temperature 

or speed of testing to the flow stress before the change, does depend on 

temperature but not obviously on any other parameter.  This experimental 

fact is called the Cottrell-Stokes law. 

While points (i) to (iil) above are clearly in agreement with the 

present theory, point (iv) merits some discussion.  A linear relationship of 

the type found would not be surprising In stage II, if it is considered that 

the temperature dependent processes which cause the linear hardening rate during 

easy glide persist also in stages II and III, and the consequent linear increase 

in Ts  is superimposed on stage II hardening.  This is consistent with the point 

made in subsection 1) above, and is more or less the position taken in the 

theories followed by Seeger, Haasen and coworkers. 

87 
Adams and Cottrell   , on the other hand, expressed the view that 

the dislocation arrangements stay similar to themselves, changing in scale 

only, and that this accounts for the proportionality between^ITand T 

Basinski  , finally, stresses that AT and T are proportional 

because both, TT and X.    are due to the same cause, namely the intersection 

between glide dislocations and forest dislocations.  Ihe temperature independent 

part of the flow stress, in his view. Is due to the elastic repulsion between 

the Intersecting dislocations a* well as their partial«, while the temperature 
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dapftndant part 1« du« to the actual interaectlon». 

Tho first of the thro« approaohoa has much to oonund Itaolf, but 

it broaks down  in atagr« III;  a« do«« the idea of Adans and Cottrell, since in 

atagre III irregular ♦■angle« girm way to a cell structure (see for exasple 
a* 

Swann   )• The third theory has th« defect that one cannot see how forest 

dislocations can cause so much hardening, and^indeed^altomatingr tensile 

and twisting experiments U»75»76»86 «how that the contribution to hardness 

due to intersecting dislocations in pure fee metals is not large. Also a 

Tery strong orientation dependence of 6L.( and, presumably, a change in 0__ 

at the onset of double glide should be expected if "forest" hardening was 

really the dominant factor in workhardening. 

The objections to the three ideas preriously offered depend on the 

accuracy with which the Cottrell-Stokes law is obeyed oren in stage III, and 
^or  pure fee mctois, 

after quenching. Assuning thatithere is in fact no change at all in the 

proportionality constant linking /ST and TT , during «ingl« as well as 

multiple glide, in stage II, in stage III and after quenching then this must 

be taken as clear eridence that the temperature dependant and temperature 

independent parts of the flow stress are firstly more intimately connected 

than assumed by Sseger, and, secondly, that dislocations on primary and 

secondary systama cannot act materially differently, ruling out Basinski's 

approach. 

In th« framework of the present theory, the Cottrell-Stokes law 

can be understood for pure fee metals, and in a modified form also for bec 

metals.  These are the substance^ in which dislocation« tangl« profusely. 

Here it is agreed that aside from cross slip and climb, which will be dis- 
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cussad In connection with stage III, (i) themual actiration cannot materially 

assist dislocations to break free from the obstacles presented by parallel 

or near-parallel dislocation segments, which is the foundation of the theory 

of stage II given in the present paper, and (il) that dislocations which 

have to be intersected make a contribution to the tanperature dependent part 

of the flow stress, (plus a small contribution to the temperature independent 

part, which, however, shall be neglected). 

As long as the dislocations form three-dimensional tangles, made 

up of almost randomly oriented sections, (which may be isolated, or spread 

out along active slip planes or may be assembled into cell walls), any segment 

of a spreading loop will meet roughly twice as many dislocations which are so 

steeply inclined to It that they are intersected, than links which are so 

nearly parallel that they block its progress.  Hence, the temperature assisted 

intersections are always in a fixed ratio to the temperature independent 

blockings, i.e. the distance between intersections •«• always in a fixed ratio 

to the mean dislocation length t , which determines the temperature independent 

part of the flow stress.  This is true only to the extent that tangles or 

cell walls can be taken to consist of randomly oriented dislocation sections, 

but it remains true, in first approximation, even for multiple slip, and 

thereby the Cottrell-Stokes law is explained. 

An irregularity arises for small strains because there are other 

contribution» to ~C     besides dislocation intersections, and the former are 
8 

the more prominent the lower the strain. 

i 
The transition regions which ar© observed in all experiments of 

changing the testing conditions are not surprising:  Firstly, the equilibrium 
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distribution of Jogs and of suporjogrs,  due to dialooation  intersections as 
fo iome extent 

well as mushrooming and the uncertainty of dislocation axes 45 mustjdepend 

on crystal orientation,  strain,  strain  rate and tenperature.     As a specimen 

is unloaded,   the mcnentary dynamical equilibrium of superjoga and jogs is 

frozen in,  but it  reestablishes  itself,  though    at a different lerel,  after 

a small additional deformation under the changed testing conditions.    Secondly, 

small rearrangements may take place «Ten on unloading,  and these are beliered 

to be at  least partly responsible for the so-called Haasen-Kelly effect       . 

Thirdly,   some of the point defects generated during slip,  and still unabsorbed, 

diffuse to and/or along the dislocations to lock then during ageing experiments. 

Thia last effect was  shown  to account   for the  recovery of damping and modulus 

changes after deformation by Granato,  Hikata and Lücke        and gives rise to 

yield points after unloading^or ageing^or both  "»:'0. 

Since the presence of dislocation tangles  is held responsible for 

the Cottrell-Stokes law,  this should also hold in bcc metals under such 

conditions that tangles are  formed,   except  that  some coaplicat ions arise 

because presumably the  Peierls-Nabarrastress  as well  as Cottrell  locking con- 

tribute much more to ~CB  than they do in pure  fee metals.     In a-brass type 

alloys,  on  the other hand,   no tangles  are  formed up to substantial  strains 

and,   therefore,  the Cottrell-Stokes law should not b» obeyed in them.     Pre- 

liminary  investigations on  a-braas are  in agreement with this  conclusion       . 

Theoretical Considerations on Stage III  Hardening 

11 12 Following Seeger's theory      '       the onset of stage III  is usually 

ascribed to the beginning of profuse cross slip,   facilitated by stress  and 

thermal activation. 

Obviously,   cross  slip must   reduce the parameter P  in the present 
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theory, since some fraction of the dislocation segpnents which are held up 

at attracting parallel or near-parallel dislocation« can, by cross slip, 

coalesce with these, and either annihilate mutually or undergo a favorable 

dislocation reaction.  At the sane time, the parameter a is Increased by 

cross slip because dislocation segments which would otherwise be held up by 

dislocation links repelling them, can circumvent these obstacles through 

cross slip. 

Mader and Seeger    have pointed out that the preferential elimination 

of screw dislocations by cross lip explains the generation of deformation bands 

in stage III which was observed by them. Although their model 1« v^ry specific^ 

and does not correspond to experimental fnct, their reasoning can be «dapted 

to other dislocation arrangements. 

As far as the theory of linear workhardenIng is concerned, no drastic 

changes are anticipated through the action of cross slip.  Linear workhardening 

is expected to persist until or unless climb t^kes place, but the discussed 

decrease of the parameter P/a must lead to a corresponding decrease of the 

workhardening coefficient, which Recording to eg. 9 is given by 9 ^ (G/Bir) 3/a. 

In this connection It may be significant that stageIII somotlines 

takes the form of a transition range, followed by almost linear hardening, 

which then gives way to a curved final section with continuously decreasing 

slope.  The linear range in stage III was particularly noticed and investigated 

by Haaaen ^ who connents that, QTTT« ^e coefficient of workhardening in the 

linear range of stage III, "depends on teiqperature in much the same manner" as 

GJJ; the ratio of  9-, : 9   being about 10 I 6 for nickel between 78»K 

and 3000K# and a little smaller, i.e. 6-.- proportionately a little larger, 

at very low temperatures. 
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This result is most Intriguing when taken together with the •vldenee 

presentad in the early part of this paper that the value of K = S/SJJ for 

fco metals is about 300 while that derived fro» polycrystallin© iron and 
linear 

simple steels is 500.  The ratio of theiworkhardening rate in letege IH for 

metals gliding with profuse cross slip (iron) to those gliding without 
aboüt 

(fee metals in stage II), hence, is/the same as the ratios of the workhardening 

rate in the linear portions in stages III and II of fee metals, namely 6 : 10. 

Fran this it seems reasonable to conclude that the action of profuse cross 

slip reduces the value of the parameter ß/a to about 6/10 its value for glide 

without cross slip, but does not otherwise affect the present theory of 

workhardening very greatly.  The theory of linear hardening is therefore also 

applicable to bec metals, and by inference to substances like AgCl which 

shoW pronounced pencil glide, but with thaparameter 3/a taken as 0.6/(3 x 4) '" 

1/20, more or less. , 

Beyond the linear range of stage III, if it is present at all, the 

workhardening rate drops further; down to zero in some oases.  A reduction in 

~C      cannot account for this, since 'Cg  is usually small compared to the 

flow stresslto begin with.  The only obvious rsnaining cause for the further 

reduced workhardening rate is dislocation climb*, respectively "conservative 

climb"   .  This, coupled with slip and cross slip, allows any arbitrary 

dislocation motion, and thus allows the mutual annihilation of any type of 

dislocations, with a consequent reduction of the workhardening rate. Only 

this final part of the workhardening curve thus is due to "dynamical recovery". 

* AltKough, tecfciccilly, mushrooming represents a type of olimb it is not 
referred to as such in the present paper, since it is better understood 
as slip-induced precipitation of point defects **. 
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It «••ma perfectly possible that dislocation climb may begin to 

operate «xtensiTely before cross slip.  In that oase no linear range is 

expected to occur in stage III. Which of the two nechanions, climb or cress 

slip, begins to operate first, depends on sereral factors. In bcc metals 

cress slip will almost invariably begin before climb, and the opposite is 

true for hop metals. In foe metals the ease of cross slip is primarily a 

function of the stacking fault energy, as first pointed out by Schoeck and 

Seaqor *■ , while climb is primarily a function of testing ttnperature relative 

to the melting point.  For this reason, care reust be taken in experiments 

designed to evaluate the stacking fault energy from the stress at which 

stage IIT begins, since, sometimes, the onset of stage III indicates not the 

beginning of cross slip but of climb. 

Sywary 

(i) Easy glide is explained as the range during which the specimen 

is gradually filled with dislocations. Non-unifom stress distribution in 

this region may give the appearanoe of werkhardenlng.  The true workhardening 

eonpenent in easy glide is primarily due to the accumulation on the dislocations 

of Jogs, and the interactions between point defects and dislocations.  The 

resultant «tress Increase contributes to the temperature dependent part of 

the flow stress,TB» 

(ii) Since the stress during easy glide does not change much, and 

since it is this which determines the dislocation density, the extent of easy 

glide is largely determined by the average path of the dislocations in this 

first stage. The  dependence of the extent of easy glide on orientation, 

tsoperatur«, impurity content and alloying can be simply explained on this 

basis. 
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(ill) The  end of easy glide is rwched wh«n a qusal-unifom 

dislocation distribution has boon established in the specimen.  It is not 

directly connected with the beginning of double glide, but double glide 

leads to the drastic reduction of mean free dislocation paths, so that 

the onset of multiple slip causes easy glide to end after only small additional 

strains. 

(iv) Experimental eridence shows that the dislocation arrangements 

during and after easy glide differ widely for different materials and testing 

conditions, even for specimens which subsequently deform with similar values 

of K = G'eii» where G is the modulus of rigidity and GJJ is the workhardening 

coefficient in stage II.  It seems therefore futile to build theories of 

stage II on models eraploying specific dislocation arrangements.  Consequently, 

a theory of stage II hardening is developed which rests on a few basic 

principles only. 

(v)  Three fundamental assunqptions are made.  Firstly, that 

during stage II a quasi-uniform dislocation distribution exists which remains 

similar to itself and changes in scale only.  Secondly, that the average 

dislocation density P is connected to £ , the average length of the dis- 

location segments which move coherently, as e ^ m/£ .  Thirdly, that 

workhardening in stage II Is mainly the result of increasing dislocation 

density and the resultant decrease in ( , to which the tenpeyature Independent 

part of the flow stress is connected ao T tiGrh/lfQ, , 

(vi) With the above three asaumptions, the expression K*TmC«/ftar87Iot/6 

is derived.  In itjis a geometrical factor not far from unity, and taken as 

1.5, a is the reciprocal of the fraction of all encounters between parts^^ 
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of expanding dislocation loops and stationary dislocations which block thslr 

further morsment; and p is the fraction of the total length of a newly 

expanding loop which remains trapped, adding to the dislocation content. 

(vil)  It is argued that only dislocations which are nearly parallel 

can block each others progress, yielding o<ar3 •  Further it is deduced that 

ß should be about 1/4, since certain loop parts will coalesce or alaost coalesce 

with dislocations of opposite sign, and thus not only vanish thenselvea but 

in addition remove the dislocations which they encountered.  As a result 

K • G/Öii becomes equal to about 100 IT, in good agreement with the value 

observed for pure fee metals. 

(vill) Since the expression for K does not contain the Burgers 

vector, the theory is applicable to crystals in which the dislocations from 

pile-ups, to the extent that the pile-ups can be regarded as super dislocations. 

(ix) Additional dislocation pinning adds to T^ If it is 

temperature dependent, but does not change the value of K as long as the 

pinning renvains constant.  If the number of additional pinning points or their 

strength depend linearly on the shear strain, the linear workhardening law 

is still conserve'!, but with a changed value of 3...  'Riese results are 

applicable to any kind of pinning, be it due to Jogs, precipitates, point 

defect or impurity locking, or "taushrooraing". 

(x) The theory predicts that only up to about one sixth of the 

work done on a specimen in the course of deformation in stage II is retained 

as stored energy. 

(xl)  In stage II the average slip line length is found as 

-A >[n//(^ -'£,")]x 10 on   if V denotes the shear, ^e     the shear at the 

end of easy glide, and n the number of dislocations moving together in a 
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pile-up.  Thla agrees well with neasurements on copper and aluBlnia* if n 

Is taken equal to 5 and 1 respectively, and is considered to be a satisfactory 

result in rlew of the fact that direct obserrations in thin foils of pure 

fee netals bar*  nerer revealed any pronounced dislocation pile-ups. 

(xii) The dislocation density in stage II is given by about 

(xiii) It is difficult to decide in which direction eTI should be 

changed through multiple slip, and it is therefore concluded that the change 

cannot be drastic. This is in agresnent with experinental fact. 

(xlv) The Cottrell-Stokes law is explained for all crystals which 

for» dislocation tangles composed of almost randomly oriented dislocation 

ssgments. In such cases the moving dlslooations encounter roughly twice 

as many dislmoations which they intersect as those which are almost parallel, 

and block their progress. In other words, the density of "forest" dislocations 

remains proportional to the total dislocation density, i.e. the average 

distance between forest dislocations rmaains proportional to the average 

coherently moving dislocation length £ .  As long as the tea|>erature independent 

part of the flow stress T, is inversely proportional to C » with the same 

proportionality factor, and as long as th« tenqserature dependent part Tl i* 

cotterjtcttons 
mainly due to dislocation ^mmsstifitisw^, the Cottrell-Stokes law is obeyed 

whenever^ the dislocations form tangles composed of almost randomly oriented 

sogmenta; independent of whether the tangles fill the specimen almost uniformly, 

or are aligned along slip planes^or form cell walls^or are distributed in 

any other way. 

(xv) Alloys of the a-brass type do not form tangles and should 

therefore not obey the Cottrell .Stokes law.  Thia law must also break down 
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in easy QÜda, *rt\«n those temperature dopsndant contribution« to "T which 

are not du« to dislocation intersections become important while ~C   becomes 

•nail. 

(xri) Transition effects upon the changing of testing conditions, 

on unloading and reloading, or intermediate ag«lngican be accounted for. 

(xrii)  The profuse operation of cross slip is believed to lower 

the value of ß/a, and with it the value of the workhardening coefficient, 

by about 401, but to leave the linear law of workhardening in operation. 

Ihis conclusion is substantiated by the fact that the workhardening rate during 

linear hardening of polycrystalline iron and steel, and that observed in the 

linear pkit of stage III in nickel are about the same, namely 601 of the 

value normally observed in stage II for fee pure metals. 

(xviii) A further reduction of the workhardening rate in stage III 

can be understood as the consequence of dislocation climb, respectively 

"conservative climb*. 
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Laotnd 

Flg. 1 - Typical workhardening  curva of fee matals. 
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